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Motivation and 2020 goal

KITTIE: a framework Kit To Inter-manage Exascale Apps

 The vision of WDMApp is creating a Whole Device Model for fusion plasmas based on high-fidelity
first-principles simulations.

KITTIE is an exascale framework, customized for the WDM project, to allow:
•
•
•
•

 Provide a flexible framework called KITTIE, where different codes, accounting for different physics, can be
easily plugged in using coupling WDM techniques
 The 2020 goal is to establish a kinetic coupling between the total-f edge gyrokinetic code XGC [1] and
the delta-f code GENE [2], at a practically useful level of accuracy (≲5%). The two codes have been
recently carefully benchmarked [3].
full-f
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Launching, monitoring, and controlling codes on the current and exascale HPC platforms
Multiple fusion codes to couple together with strong and weak methods
Visualization and Analysis codes to be loosely coupled to the WDMApp
WDM codes to be easily composed and run on the Exascale platforms
ECP

• XGC: full-f particle-in-cell technique: the only code capable of handling the
SOL and pedestal regions simultaneously. tokamak and stellarator

KITTIE

Post ECP

GENE
GEM

• GENE: delta-f continuum capability for core for tokamak and stellarator.
+
• GEM: particle-in-cell delta-f code for core, introduced for risk mitigation.

• The 2020 project goal is to demonstrate and assess the coupled WDM gyrokinetic physics and FOM
with kinetic electrons and realistic tokamak geometry on the edge transport timescale.
• Challenge: Heat and particles have go through the coupling interface as in real experiments.

WDMApp Figure Of Merit
WDM FoM = NmNt / wall clock time, where
• Nm is the number of mesh vertices (physics size), and
• Nt is the number of electron toroidal transits in 10 minutes wall-clock time
• FoM improvement will come from math and computer science, as well as
faster HPC.
Target physics problem for KPP-FoM on exa-scale HPC: holy grail of kinetic simulation
- All-scale turbulence (including electron-scale) in whole-volume ITER
- Solve electron-scale turbulence at needed annuli and ion-scale turbulence in whole-volume

What is KITTIE?
– Collection of tools to compose, launch, monitor, and control coupled apps
How does KITTIE work?
• Leverages ADIOS and its microservices for high-performant data movement
and communication
• Allows codes to be coupled
•
•
•
•

Through blocking MPI
Through NON-blocking MPI
Through asynchronous data movement on different nodes
Through sharing memory addresses on the same nodes

•
•
•
•

Has common python-like interface for composing jobs
Leverages CODAR tools for submitting jobs on current and future HPC systems
Allows pragmas to be placed in the codes, minimizing changes to applications
Contains built-in services for automatic visualization of desired variables,
automatic performance monitoring, and provenance collection
• Contains hooks into ECP Visualization technologies

Measured baseline FOM value 2.92x10^13 on 50% of Titan (9,344 compute nodes)
Target / Vaseline FOM >50 on 50% of an Exascale HPC
Minimum requirement for accuracy 5%

Current status in DIIID tokamak geometry
 A numerical scheme with minimum data exchange has been identified [4] and implemented: does not
exchange the 5D particle distribution function f, but only the 3D density on the mesh nodes.
 XGC and GENE have been coupled and the first nonlinear simulation in a DIII-D tokamak geometry
successfully carried out [Milestone ADSE 12-7, 06/18].

Challenges towards 2020 Goals
1. First-phase completion of the integration framework KITTIE to enable core-edge coupling on
leadership class computers
2. Demonstration and assessment of coupled whole-volume gyrokinetic physics on edge transport
timescale on a leadership class computer, especially on Summit, while allowing mass and energy
flow between core and edge, like in real experiments
3. Continuous performance improvement of the individual and coupled codes on leadership class
computers
4. Improvement of algorithm, data locality and structure, burst buffer usage toward exascale
hardware
5. Adoptation of the new programming models
6. Measure and improve FOM

Plans for 2023 on exascale platforms
1. Performance optimization of WDM on exascale platform within the KITTIE framework
Reasonably good agreement between coupled run and individual reference
runs. Differences due to numerical schemes and interpolation error
between unstructured (XGC) and cartesian (GENE) grids: to be improved.

 Achievement so far only uses Maxwell-Boltman electrons with kinetic ion heat flow, without mass flow
 Next challenge: use kinetic electrons to allow mass flow, as in real experiments

Adding kinetic electrons to the coupled simulation
Do we have to exchange the particle distribution function f at
every time-step to allow mass flow across the interface?
− If yes, our coupling would be more expensive
− Answer: f can be exchanged only occasionally
Let’s look at a simple 1D advection-diffusion of a ”density blob”
from edge to core (with a periodic BC).
1. A blob exists in edge at t = 0-40, moving toward core
2. It is found that an exact solution can be obtained by
exchanging the physical quantity n between core and edge
codes every N steps if buffer is N grid large (cf stencil).
3. Thus, in our 5D core-edge coupling problem, we will
continue the 3D density exchange technique, with an
occasional 5D f exchange.

2. Exascale computing of ITER H-mode plasma at all scale using the WDM code and predict the
pedestal height and width, hence enabling the fusion power prediction
3. Measure and satisfy the final FOM goal

Discussion
 Dynamics of tokamak plasma are characterized by rapid, fine-scale turbulent fluctuations on top of a
relatively smooth and slowly varying background.
− Multiscale time integration can be ustilized to bridge scales.
− Core and edge plasmas have different multiscale properties, giving additional challenges
 WDM in the post-ECP period will include other physics components. Possible examples are RF, plasmamaterial interaction, MHD, and fast particles.
 Various physics, mathematical and computer science challenges are expected.
− Strong collaboration with SciDAC Instutues is needed
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